The Mary Shelley Club

The Screaming Staircase

by Goldy Moldavsky

by Jonathan Stroud

YF Moldavsky
Struggling to fit in as a scholarship
student at an elite prep school,
newcomer Rachel Chavez is caught
up in a prank gone wrong before
attracting the attention of a secret
club of students who compete with
each other for the best scary pranks.

YF Stroud
Follows three young operatives of a
Psychic Detection Agency as they
battle an epidemic of ghosts
in London.

Burn Our Bodies Down
by Rory Power
YF Power
Growing up alongside a mother who
refuses to speak about the past, a
teen who longs for a family discovers
a photograph that leads to her
mother’s hometown, where she
encounters disturbing revelations.

Jackaby
by William Ritter
YF Ritter
Newly arrived in 1892 New England,
Abigail Rook becomes assistant to
R.F. Jackaby, an investigator of the
unexplained with the ability to see
supernatural beings, and she helps
him delve into a serial murder case
which, Jackaby is convinced, is due
to a nonhuman creature.

Hold Back the Tide
by Melinda Salisbury
YF Salisbury
Alva's been forced to live with her
mother's murderer, doing her best
to survive until she can earn enough
money to run away. One of her
chores is to monitor water levels in
the loch—and a few times, Alva can
swear she feels someone
watching her.

Teen

Horror

Dagger Hill
by Devon Taylor
YF Taylor
After a catastrophic incident in the
summer of 1989, four best
friends—Kimberly, Gabe, Charlie,
and Sonya—are hunted by a sinister
presence who is holding Kimberly
hostage, making them realize that
this incident was no accident.

The Dark Descent of
Elizabeth Frankenstein
by Kiersten White
YF White
The events of Mary Shelley's
Frankenstein unfold from the
perspective of Elizabeth Lavenza,
who is adopted as a child by the
Frankensteins as a companion for
their volatile son Victor.

Spine tingling thrills and chills

Juvenile Fiction
The Nest
by Kenneth Oppel
JF Oppel
When wasps come to Steve in a
dream offering to fix his sick baby
brother, he thinks all he has to do is
say yes. But yes may not mean what
Steve thinks it means.
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The Naturals

Dread Nation

The Bone Houses

by Jennifer Barnes

by Justina Ireland

by Emily Lloyd-Jones

YF Barnes
Seventeen-year-old Cassie, who has
a natural ability to read people, joins
an elite group of criminal profilers at
the FBI in order to help solve
cold cases.

YF Ireland
When families go missing in
Baltimore County, Jane McKeene,
who is studying to become an
attendant, finds herself in the
middle of a conspiracy that has her
fighting for her life.

YF Lloyd-Jones
Enduring a meager existence as a
gravedigger after the death of her
parents, Ryn teams up with
apprentice mapmaker Ellis to stop
an undead plague linked to a
decades-old curse.

Burden Falls
by Kat Ellis
YF Ellis
When someone close to Ava Thorn is
brutally murdered and Ava becomes
the primary suspect, she starts to
wonder if ghostly legends
surrounding her town might be
more fact than fiction.

Horror Hotel
by Victoria Fulton
YF Fulton
Chrissy has always been able to see
ghosts, and when her friend Chase
realized it he turned her affliction
into an internet sensation. Now they
are planning to film in an infamously
haunted hotel in Los Angeles, but
Chrissy is seeing the terrifying
shadow man who started appearing
to her when her mother was dying of
cancer—and there is an internet troll
who keeps sending death threats to
the group.

The Dark Days Club
by Alison Goodman
YF Goodman
On the eve of her debut presentation
to the queen, Helen Wexhall is
drawn to the shadows of Regency
London to investigate the
disappearance of one of the family's
house maids.

White Smoke
by Tiffany D. Jackson
YF Jackson
Believing her new home to actually
be alive—especially when her
brother almost dies—Marigold and
her new blended family won’t be
safe until she brings the truth to
light once and for all.

Extasia
by Claire Legrand
YF Legrand
To protect her village against the evil
power living beneath the black
mountain, a girl joins a coven,
becoming one of the four saints of
Haven and standing with her sisters
to save their people
from destruction.

Bad Witch Burning
by Jessica Lewis
YF Lewis
Desperate to make money, Katrell
accidentally raises someone from
the dead, discovering that a live
body is worth a lot more than a dead
apparition, but she soon learns that
magic isn’t free and dark forces are
coming to collect.

Broken Lands
by Jonathan Maberry
YF Maberry
Gabriella "Gutsy" Gomez teams up
with Benny Imura and his gang as
they seek to finish what Captain Joe
Ledger started—to find a cure for the
zombie infection.

Stalking Jack the Ripper
by Kerri Maniscalco
YF Maniscalco
The privileged teen daughter of a
lord in Victorian-era London secretly
studies forensic medicine before she
is embroiled in the investigation of
serial killer Jack the Ripper.

Our Last Echoes
by Kate Alice Marshall
YF Marshall
Lured by mysterious forces back to
her childhood home, Sophia
investigates the unsolved
disappearances of several
community members, including the
mother who saved her from
nearly drowning.

